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Abst ract - -Th is  paper investigates algebraic sufficient, necessary, and sufficient conditions for 
sampling time reachability and observability in hybrid multirate sampling data linear systems for the 
cases of fast input and fast output sampling rates. Some implications in the context of closed-loop 
pole-placement under both properties under multirate sampling are heuristically discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last years considerable attention has been paid to the research on discrete sampling sys- 
tems. Such systems are important in practice because of the widespread use of digital computers 
for active control and the importance of the sampling rate in achieving suitable stability degrees 
and transient performances [1-7]. Recent studies have extended the classical ones by specifically 
introducing modern mathematical tools like L2-induced norm considered as an operator between 
square integrable and piecewise continuous ignals to minimize the worst possible amplification 
factor between selected signals what mathematically corresponds to minimizing the L2-induced 
norm of a linear operator (see [2-6]). In [2,3], upper bounds for the induced norms of partic- 
ular sampled-data operators are derived and used for stability and robustness analysis. The 
above mentioned induced norm has been considered as an operator between square integrable 
and piecewise continuous ignals, and then optimized for the sampled-data obtained by using 
a standard digital controller on an analog plant [6]. On the other hand, hybrid systems have 
been found very useful to formulate real processes, including situations of adaptive and multirate 
sampling with essentially manipulate both kinds of signals [8-10]. In this paper, the reachability 
properties of multirate sampling hybrid linear systems are investigated in terms of formulating 
necessary and sufficient conditions for such properties to hold. Such systems are characterized 
by the feature that both continuous ignals appear jointly with discrete signals sampled at dif- 
ferent rates. This allows the accommodation f the various sampling rate requirements in terms 
of sampling efficiency, bandwidth or noise filtering at different points of the control loop. The 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some results about sufficient and necessary and 
sufficient, conditions for reachability in discrete hybrid systems which are then used to derive 
extensions to the multirate case, which is focused in Section 3. Two typical cases are considered, 
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namely, the case when the state-output is sampled faster than the input, and when the input is 
sampled faster. For expository abbreviation, it is considered that all the components of each of 
the involved vectors are sampled at the same rate. Extensions to the case when the various com- 
ponents of the continuous and discrete subsystem could be sampled at different rates are pointed 
out in the simple case when there are two discrete subsystems, one being sampled at a double 
sampling period. The formulation of the observability problem in hybrid multirate systems is 
briefly described in Section 4 by giving extensions from the previous reachability results. The 
properties of reachability and observability under multirate sampling are also briefly discussed in 
the context of guaranteeing the achievement of prescribed closed-loop ole placement. Finally, 
conclusions end the paper. 
2. THE HYBRID STATE-SPACE MODEL 
2.1. Hybrid Continuous-Discrete Model 
Consider the linear finite dimensional sampled-data system with hybrid state space represen- 
tation of [6] 
[ 2~(t) ] [A~+Acs(t)Sk 
Xd[k + 1] = AgsSk 
y(t) = [Be + Scs(t)Sk 
A¢a(t) 1 [xo(t) l r [Bc+Bc,(t)Sk] u(t), (2.1) 
Aa J [xa[k]J + . BaSk J 
Cd(t)] [xg[k] J + [Dc + Dd(t)Sk] u(t), (2.2) 
with T being the sampling period, kT < t -~ (k + 1)T, where xc(t) E R n° is the analog state 
variable, xa[k] E R n~ is the digital state variable, Sk is the sampling operator with sampling 
period T satisfying (Skv)(t) = v(kT), u(t) E R m is the piecewise continuous input, y(t) e R p 
is the output, Ac, Ads, Ad, Bc, Bd, Cc and De are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, 
and Aca(t), Acd(t), BoB(t), Cos(t), Cd(t), Dd(t) are T-periodic matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
At the sampling points t = kT, equations (2.1),(2.2) become 
x[(k + 1)T] = Ax(kT) + Bu(kT), 
y(kT) = Cx(kT) + Du(kT), 
where A = AI(T), B = BI(T), C = CI(T), D = DI(T), and x(kT) 
u[k] = u(kT) = Sku(t) y[k] = y(kT) = Sky(t) and 
Ads Ad ' 
BI(T) = [[ fZeA~(T-~)Bcs(T)dTBd f [  eA°(r-~)scSTeA~(T-r) dT , (2.5) 
CI(T) = ICe + Ccs(T),Cd(T)], DI(T) = [De + Da(T)], 
since the time-varying matrices in (2.1),(2.2) are T-periodic. The next result establishes tests 
for Sampling-Time Reachability (STR) [6] (i.e., sample time reachability from arbitrary initial 
conditions under piecewise continuous control on [0, kT] for some sampling instant kT, of any 
prefixed state x(kT) = (xT(kT), xT[k]) r ----\ c(x0T, xoT~Td] ofthe system (2.3)-(2.5)). 
LEMMA 2.1. The next propositions hold: 
(i) The system (2.3)-(2.5) is STR iff rank [zI - A, B] = nc +nd for all complex number 
z e sp(A) (with sp(A) denoting the spectrum of the A-matrix) [Popov-Belevitch-Hautus 
• rank teachability test, [11]]. This property imp/ies and is implied by the nonsingularity 
of appropriate nc x nc and nd × nd polynornial matrices (defined in the Appendix) at the 
eigenvalues of A. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
= [xT(kT)xT[k]] T, 
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(ii) The system (2.3)-(2.5) is STR if[ any of the two next conditions, which axe equiva/ent to 
the rank condition given in (i), hold: 
(a) The reachability matr/x R = [B, AB , . . .  ,A  a-l B] has rank nc + ~td for some nonneg- 
afire integer s <_ nc ÷ •d. 
(b) The reachabi]ity grammian ~-'~=0 Aj BBTAjT  is nonsingulax. 
(iii) Let system (2.3)-(2.5) satisfy the next assumptions: 
ASSUMPTIONS 1. 
(a) The pairs (e A°T, yo T e Ac(T-~) Bcdr) and CAd, [Ads,Bali)are both reachable, and (b) 
P l l  2 -< e l  -~ l lP l l s l l2 ,  llPl2sll2 -.< e2, P12 2 "< e3, 
where P(z) : (zI - A)(z I  - A T) ÷ BB T : [Block matrix partition (P~j(z); i , j  : 1,2)], 
with Pl l  : Pn  - P118, P12 = P12 - P128, P22 -- P228 (the subscripts denoting the static 
parts of the matrices, namely, those which do not involve time-varying matrices), and 
(/o T ) P11s = (zI - eAcT)(z I  -- e ATT) ÷ eAc(T-r) BcBy  e AT(T-r) dv , (2.6) 
P12s - (zI - e AcT) A T ds, 
for all z being an eigenvalue of A, e~ (i = 1, 2, 3) being some positive real constants and 
H(.)H2 being the/2-matrix norm. Then the system (2.3)-(2.5) is STR provided that 
1 1 
el --< ~ (liPmil2 [[P22112 - 2(e~ + e~)), e~ -{- e32 -~ 5 IIPllsH2 IIP22H2, (2.7) 
for all z E sp(A). 
(iv) Proposition (iii) also holds if Assumption l(b) changes to a choice of the sampling period 
fulfilling 
0 -<T-< rain {5(o~-4(a+2e) ) ,v÷e ' -2e(a÷e)}- - -  
c~-4(aT2e) OLe 2 ' 
where v, a, e and e' are real constants atisfying the constraints v ÷ e' >.- 2e(a ÷ e), 
a > max(N:  z E sp(A)), v = min(HzI - Adll 2 + IIzI - eAsT[ 2 : Z E sp(A)), 
e > max (HeA~(T-r)H, IIAcs(T)ll, IIAc~('r)} h IIBc,(T)II, IIAdH, IIAdsll, IIBdll), 
- 0<~<t (2.8) 
/0 T e' = eA¢(T-r)BcB e Ac(T-r) dr + Ads + BdB • 
(v) Proposition (iii) also holds if Assumption l(a) changes to the (A, B)-pair being reachable 
and Assumption l ib ) is changed to the next constraint on the sampling period 
c~-4a+6~ ~20~ -- 4(a + 2e), v ÷ e' -ae 22"-'~(a ÷ e) . (2.9) 
PROOF. See the Appendix. 
REMARK 2.1. Note directly from Lemma A.I in the Appendix that the reachability of the hybrid 
system (2.1) is ensured under specific teachability conditions for the continuous and discretized 
subsystems appearing implicitly in (2.1),(2.2) of respective dimensions nc and nd with some 
extra companion conditions established in terms of the relative smallness of the norms of the 
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interconnection matrices for such systems and the sampling period with respect o a measure of 
the sizes of the assumed reachable subsystems. In particular, in the case when the pairs (Ac, Be) 
and (Ad, Bd) are both reachable, the time-dependent matrices in (2.1) are sufficiently small, with 
such a smallness being precisely characterizable, and the sampling period belongs to appropriate 
intervals o that the reachability is not lost under discretization (see Lemma 2.1 (iii)-(v)). | 
The results of this section are extended in the sequel to some kinds of hybrid multirate systems, 
namely, systems that possess two of more different sampling rates affecting the state, input and 
output. 
3. REACHABIL ITY OF THE MULTIRATE HYBRID SYSTEM 
Now, multirate hybrid sampled-data systems extended from Section 2 (i.e., the input and 
output are sampled, in general, at different sampling rates) are considered. In the sequel, a 
sampling instant is called a simultaneous sampling instant if both the state/output and input 
are sampled at such a point. The base sampling period is the smaller sampling period in the 
loop which is that used for the parametrizations of the state-space d scription. The time-varying 
matrices in (2.1),(2.2) are assumed to be periodic at the base sampling period. For convenience in 
the mathematical manipulations of the hybrid state equations, the state is assumed to be sampled 
at the base period so that all the remaining periods are multiple of the base one. Alternatively, a 
submultiple of the output sampling rate could be used for a fictitious discretization of the state 
being valid to describe the system. This strategy would be particularly useful when the various 
output components would be sampled at different sampling rates. Two cases are of specific 
interest for the subsequent s udy, namely: 
(h) CASE 1. (Fast ouput sampling). All the components of the state and or output and input 
vectors are sampled at sampling rates To (base period) and Ti, respectively, with Ti = NTo, 
with N being a positive integer. The time-varying matrices in (2.1),(2.2) are assumed to be 
T0-periodic. 
(S) CASE 2. (Fast input sampling). In this case, To = NT~ with Ti being the base period. The 
time-varying matrices in (2.1),(2.2) are assumed to be Ti-periodic. 
3.1. Reachabil i ty Conditions 
Note that equation (2.1) takes now the form 
[ ~c( t ) ]  [Ac+Acs(t)S~ 
xd[k + llJ ---- AdsS~k 
y(t) = [ Bo + B¢.(t)S ° 
xc(t) [ Bc + Bcs(t)S~ ] 
Acd(t) [xa[(k + l )N -1] ]  + BdS~ J u(t),(3.1) 
[ xo(t) ] 
Cd(t)] [Xd[(k+l)Y] +[Dc+Dd(t )S~]u(t ) ,  (3.2) 
with the digital and analog state variables, and the input and output being defined as in Section 2, 
and kTo <_ t -< (k + 1)T0, where S~k and S~ are the state-output and input sampling operators 
with sampling periods To and Ti satisfying (S°)v(t) = v(kTo) and (S~)v(t) = v(kTi), respectively. 
The various matrices are defined as in (2.1),(2.2) and have the same periodicity properties. 
CASE 1. Equations (2.1),(2.2) lead to the next recursive xtended equations at the (state-output) 
sampling points t = kTo: 
x[(k + 1)NT0] = Ax[kNTo] + Bu[kNTo], (3.3) 
y[kNTo] = Cx[kNTo] + Du[kNTo], (3.4) 
with the matrix redefinitions A -- AI(To), B = BI(To), C -- CI(T0), D = DI(To) according 
to (2.5) and 
x(kTo) = [xTc (kTo),xT[k]] T , u[k] = u(kTo) = S~ku(t ), y[k] = y(kTo) = S°y(t). 
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CASE 2. Equations (3.3),(3.4) still remain valid with all the matrices parametrized at T~. 
The next definition, established in terms of the input sampling rate and the sampling ratio, 
makes precise the concept of reachability in hybrid multirate sampling systems for Cases 1, 2. 
DEFINITIONS 3.1. The state x ° is Sample Time Fast Output-Sampling Reachable (STFOSR) 
with pair (T~,N); i.e., with input and output sampling rates Ti and To = Ti/N, respectively, ff
there is a nonnegative finite integer l, (not necessarily being a multiple of N) and a sequence u(.) 
defined on [0, ITjN], such that the system (3.3),(3.4) achieves any prefixed final state x((k + 
°T x(kT). The system is STFOSR with pair (Ti, N) iff all the IN)To) = x ° = (x c , roT) T from any 
states are STFOSR. The definitions of the state x °, and the system (3.3),(3.4), being Sample Time 
Fast Input-Sampling Reachable (STFISR) with pair (T~, N), i.e., with To and Ti = To~N, can be 
established "mutatis-mutandis" over the interva/ [0, lTo] = [0, INTo] by using the parametrizations 
of (3.4),(3.5) at T~. | 
The next result is concerned with reachability conditions in the sense of Definition 3.1 for the 
multirate system (3.3),(3.4). 
THEOREM 3. l. The next propositions hold: 
(i) The system (3.3),(3.4) subject to (2.5) and parametrized at T = To is STFOSR with 
(T~, N) iff rank (RNq) -= nc +nd for some positive integer q > (nc + nd)/N >_ It (degree of 
the minima/polynomia/of A), where the A-matr/x is defined below and the reachability 
matrix Ry e for simultaneous sampling instants is 
[z 1 N-1 N-1 RNq = AN-J-~B,..., ~ A(q-~)N-J-~B, ~ AqN-J-tB LS=O 5=0 j=o j (3.5) 
where fi = A N = AN(To), [Y = A N (~-~;~' A-5- ' )  B. H the system is reachable at 
a simultaneous sampling instant t = Nq then it is also reachable at any state~output 
(simultaneous or no simultaneous) ampling instant t = (qN + qt)To for a/1 nonnegative 
integer q' < N with teachability matrix given by 
Fq'-I N-1 N-1  1 
R= [~-~ Aq'- J - 'B,  E AN+q' - J - 'B ' " "  E A(q-1)N+q'-3-1BJ , (3.6) 
L5=O 5=0 5=0 
where I = (q-1)N +q' -~ qN with I and q being positive integers and q' being a nonnegative 
integer. 
(ii) The system (3.3),(3.4) subject to (2.5) and parametrized at Ti is STFISR if[ the reacha- 
bility matrix (RaN+q,) is full rank some nonnegative integer q and some positive integer 
ql < N, where 
= 
where 
= AI(To) = AI(NTi), [Y5 = [B1,AtB', "'" ,A'5-1B'], [y = [YN, 
with the reparametrizations 
o z,, ,  ' (3.8)  
B,= [ foT' eA'(T'-')(Bc+ Bc,(r))dr] 
Bd 
for the given q' < N and the Al(.)-matr/x being defined in (2.1). H the system is reachable 
then it is reachable at simultaneous sampling instants (i.e., for some positive q and q~ = 0). 
~31:1- I  
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The proof is given in the Appendix. | 
Note that, because of the structures of the reachability matrices, in order to check the reach- 
ability conditions in Theorem 3.1, it suffices to consider q equal to the degree of the minimal 
polynomial of A1 (To) and .4 = AI(NTi), respectively. If such a rank test fails then the system is 
unreachable since the extra possibly added columns are linearly dependent on the former ones. 
The next result is a direct application of Lemma 2.1 to Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The next propositions hold: 
(i) The system is STFOSR (respectively, STFISR)-reachability ofthe system (3.3),(3.4), sub- 
ject to the parametrizations (2.5) with T = To can be tested through the nonsingularity 
of appropriate nc x nc and nd × nd polynomiad matrices at the eigenvalues of A = A(To) 
(respectively, A = A(T~)). Those matrices are defined as in Lemma 2.1 (i), equation (3.5) 
(respectively, (3.7)). 
(ii) The system (3.3),(3.4) is STFOSR (respectively, STFISR), subjected to the parametriza- 
tions (2.5), with T = T~ iff any of the three next conditions hold: 
(a) The reachability matrix, Equation (3.5) (respectively, Equation (3.7)), has rank nc + 
nd for any positive integer q > # (degree of A), (respectively, fi'); 
(b) For the above q, the teachability grammian q Ej----O AJ BBT'~jT is nonsingular; 
(c) [Popov-Belevitch-Hautus rank test [11] rank [z I -  A,B] = nc + nd for ali eigenvalues 
z of A. 
(iii) Let system (3.3),(3.4) satisfy the [ollowing assumptions. 
ASSUMPTIONS 2. 
(a) The pairs (e AcT~, f[~ eA°(T~-T) Bc dT) and (Ad, [Ads, Ba]) are both reachable and 
(b) [[Pll[[2 ~ gl -~ [[Plls[[2, [[P12s[[2 -~ c2, [[J512[[2 -~ g3 with the constants e(.) satisfying the 
constraints 
1 IlP11sl[2 IlP22112, gl "~1 (llP1~l12 IIP~.2112 - ~(~22 ÷ ~2)) , ~2 ÷ ~2 .~ (3.9) 
for all z E sp(A) from Lemma 2.1, with the parametrizations (2.5) at T~ = NTo, where 
P l l  -= P l l  - Plls, P12 = P12 - P128, and 
(joT ) P l l s  = (zI - eA¢T~)(ZI- e ATT~ ) -k eAc(T'-'r)BcBTe AT(T'-~') dr 
P12s = - ( z I  - e AcT' )A~s, 
2 
, (3 .10)  
for all z being an eigenvalue of A, e(.) being some positive real constants, and [I (.)II 2 being 
the/2-matrix norm. Then the system (3.3),(3.4) is STFOSR. (Similar conditions can be 
established for the system to be STFISR.) | 
3.2. The Case of Component-By-Component Different Sampling Rates 
Now assume that the various state and input and output components of the vectors describing 
system (2.1),(2.2) can be sampled at different sampling rates. In this situation, the above formu- 
lation can be easily extended. To simplify the exposition, assume that there are only two different 
state sampling rates Tal and T82, and define T =l.c.m. (least common multiple) (Tsl,T82). As- 
sume that Ts1 = T~2/2 so that there are two discrete substates Xdl and Xd2 in (2.1),(2.2). Assume 
also that there are two input sampling rate periods corresponding to both discrete sybsystems 
T~I = T~I, and T/2 = Ts~ = 2T~l, with T' = T =l.c.m. (T~I,T~2) = 2Til. Assume that the 
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continuous substate is also sampled at rate T~/2. Thus, if k is a nonnegative integer governing 
the sampling instants at period T, equations (2.1),(2.2) become 
~c(t) ] [Ac +Acs(t)Sok(O) Acdl(t) Acd2(t)] [ xc(t) ] 
zdx[kT+ T/2]| = | Adsl(t)S0k(0) Ad,1 Ad,2 J [Xdl[k]| 
Xd2[(k + 1)T] J L Ads2(t)Sok(O) Ad21 Ad22 LXd2[k]] (3.11) 
|Be + Bcs(t)S~ ] 
q- [ Sdl•lk(O) I U(t), 
L Bd2S~k(O) J
where (S~k(j))v(t) = v(kT + jT/2), j = 0, 1; (Sgk)v(t) = v(kT), t G [kT, (k + 1)T] and similarly, 
the hold operators acting on the input SiCk and S~ (') can be defined. In this particular case, S~ and 
s l(.I k are identical but generalizations to the general case of multiple input and state sampling 
rates are immediate at the expense of more involved expressions in (3.11). The state-space 
description is now calculated by taking two consecutive samples for the first discrete substate 
and one sample for the second substate, since Ts2 = 2Tsl. This leads directly to 
[ ~cc(t) ] [Ac+Acs(t)Sok(1)+AcdxAdslSok(O) Acdl(t)Adll Acdl(t)Adl2-bAcd2(t)] 
Xdl[k + 1] = [ Adsl(t)SOk(1) + Adll(t)AdslSOk(O) A~I 1 AdllAdl2 q-Adl2 [ 
Xd2[k -b 1] L Ads2(t)SOk(1) + Ad21Sok(O) Ad21Adll Ad21Adl2 + Ad22 J 
[ xc(t)] [Acdl(t)+BdxSck(O)+Bc(t)+Bcs(t)Sck(1)] 
x [Xdl[k][ + Adll(t) + BdllS¢k(O) q- BdlSlk(1) u(t), 
L J B 2S k 
(3.12) 
for all 0 < t < T. Now the reachability problem is solved by calculating the state transition 
over a period T = T' from (3.12). Extensions to the general case of multiple sampling rates for 
the input, state, and ouput components is completely similar although requiring more involved 
calculations. 
4. REMARKS ON THE OBSERVABIL ITY OF THE MULT IRATE 
HYBRID SYSTEM.  REACHABIL ITY  AND OBSERVABIL ITY  
TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF POLE-PLACEMENT 
4.1. Observability Definition and Characterization 
First, consider the discretized state-space description of the multirate sampling system (3.3), 
(3.4), subject o the parametrization (2.5) at the sampling rate T =g.c.m. (T0j, j = 1, 2, . . . ,  5) 
for some integer 5 < p. The To(.) are the various sampling rates, each used for an individual 
(or a group of) output component(s). If 5 = p, then all the output components are sampled 
at different sampling rates. An extended observability definition from [11] will be introduced in 
the sequel to extend the above reachability results to the observability of a class of multirate 
sampling systems. 
['~0T "0TIT is unobservable if, using as DEFINITION 4.1. For the system (3.3),(3.4), the vector L.c ,~d J 
initial condition [xOT,xOT] T, and as input u(t) = O, then the output y(t) = 0 for almost all 
t >_ O. The system (3.3),(3.4), subjected to the above parametrization is observable if[ the only 
unobservable state is the origin. | 
The assumption offree system (i.e., u(t) = 0 for all time) used in Definition 4.1 is unessential to
the subsequent discussion about he observability but facilitates the mathematical developments. 
The next result is concerned with the observability ofthe given class of multirate sampling system. 
THEOREM 4.1. The multirate sampling system of Definition 4.1 is observable iff the pa/r 
(A = A1 (T), C) is observable where 
cTc : |el(T), C2(T)IT[CI(T), C2(T)] dr, (4.1) 
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which is positive semidefinite with 
( /o" ) _A~(r-r')-- , l, CI(T) ---- Cc e A :  -}- c ,at, iT ] dr' + Cc,(T), 
(/: ) I ] C2(r) -- Cc e A°('-~ )Acd(T ) dr' + Cd(r); 0 < ~- < T. (4.2) 
The proof is given in the Appendix. | 
Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 motivate the next result which also implicitly includes an 
equivalent definition for observability. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The system (3.3),(3.4), subject o the parametrization (2.5) at T is observable 
iff the observability matr/x O of the pa/r (A, C) is furl rank; i.e., [C T, ATCT, . . . ,  (AT)kc  T] = 
nc +nd for k > # - 1 (# being the degree of the minimal polynomial of (A)). The least- 
squares solution for xo is xo = ( ooT) - i  O[yT ( O ), yT (1), . . . , yT (# _ 1)]T or, equivalently, rank 
[zI - A T, C T] = nc +nd for all complex z E sp(A). 
The proof follows directly from that of Theorem 4.1 by factorizing M(k) in equation (A.11) to 
yield that x(O) = 0 is the unique unobservable state under the above rank conditions. | 
REMARK 4.1. Note that the nonsingularity of the observability grammian in Theorem 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.1 is ensured from the Banach's Perturbation Lemma from the observability of the 
invariant part of such a grammian (i.e., that resulting from zeroing the time varying matrices 
of the hybrid system) together with a sufficiently smallness of its time-varying part in the given 
sense. Its invariant part can be associated with a static/nominal observability matrix in the same 
context as the reachability matrices were manipulated in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma A.1 (see the 
Appendix). Therefore, different sufficient conditions of observability of the current system can 
be obtained from that being interpreted as the nominal hybrid system together with the above 
mentioned smallness of the contribution of the time-varying part. The nominal system can be 
time-invariant, if suitable by design or analysis conveniences, in the case when the time-varying 
matrices are small in norm by proceeding in a similar way as in the reachahility case. (See 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma A.1 for the reachability case.) 
4.2. Comments about Pole-Placement Assignability 
and Other Issues by Using Multirate Sampling 
Some empirical discussions about pole-placement and other issues of interest of multirate sam- 
pling of hybrid systems are now given. A main consequence of the subsequent discussion is that 
a lack in reachability will imply that prescribed closed-loop ole-placement is infeasible by state 
linear feedback while a lack in observability will prevent one from achieving pole-placement by
output linear feedback even for reachable systems. It is also emphasized that, in general, mul- 
tirate sampling relaxes the reachability (observability) conditions related to the single rate case 
if fast input (output) is used and that dynamic ontrollers for the single-rate case could easily 
be replaced by static ones allowing the achievement of the above objective. Namely, the control 
function could be implemented by using a set of scalar gains. 
REMARK 4.2. (Achievement of pole-placement). The interest of hybrid systems is inherent o 
the current echnology, which normally uses discrete controllers even for continuous systems. The 
possible implications of the algebraic properties discussed in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 of this paper, 
and related corollaries, in the achievement of some control goals (the most important one perhaps 
being the objective of prescribed closed-loop assignability) in hybrid systems are obvious from 
their usefulness in standard iscrete systems as described in the following. The next properties 
are discussed in standard works in Systems Theory (see, for instance, [12]): 
(a) The closed-loop pole-placement objective is achievable by linear state feedback iff the 
system is reachable. 
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(b) If linear output-feedback is used then only a number of closed-loop oles being equal to the 
sum of input and output components can be closely located (but not necessarily exactly 
located) to prescribed positions iff the system is jointly reachable and observable. 
(c) A necessary (but, in general, not sufficient) condition for closed-loop assignability under 
output linear feedback is that the dimensionalities of the union of the input and output 
subspaces be larger than the number of prescribed closed-loop oles. 
Note that the effective ffect of equations (3.5)-(3.7) for reachability characterization f the 
given class of hybrid systems is that the number of columns of the reachability matrix in (3.6), 
redefined for parametrizations at Ti, i.e., for the case of first input sampling, can be as larger 
as suited if the input sampling rate is sufficiently decreased related to the suitable closed-loop 
sampling period defining the prescribed closed-loop dynamics. This fact can be interpreted 
as having an increased number of input components (i.e., all those appearing during a closed- 
loop running sampling period). As a result, the reachability is much easier to achieve than in 
the single-rate case since we are now dealing with an effective multi-input system. Thus, it is 
possible to achieve pole-placement asa control goal, by using linear state feedback, in plants for 
which pole-placement cannot be achieved for a single sampling rate since they are not reachable. 
The same considerations could be established for joint reachability and observability when using 
linear output-feedback for the achievement of closed-loop ole placement. There is an additional 
issue for both kinds of feedback consisting in the fact the pole-placement problem could be 
approached by solving the stronger goal of matching the prescribed ynamics matrix, [12], by 
using the Kronecker product of matrices and the controller gains as unknowns of the related 
algebraic equations. Since the properties of reachability and observability imply that the related 
matrices are full row rank and have much more columns than rows if the sampling periods are 
appropriately chosen then it is easy to fulfill with the Rouch~-Frobenius test of solvability of 
the linear system of equations of equality of ranks of the coefficient and extended matrices of 
the algebraic system. This implies, in addition, that the goal can be exactly achieved (and not 
only approximately as usual in the single-rate case) under output linear feedback and multirate 
sampling by using a sufficient number of input/output sampling rates within the suitable running 
sampling period. This becomes implicit in the numerical constraints related to the choices of the 
g(.). 
REMARK 4.3. A consequence of the discussion of Remark 4.2 is that the pole-placement is easily 
achievable under static state/output feedback, without requiring the use of a dynamic ontroller, 
since the samples at sampling instants within a running sampling interval for the closed-loop 
system can be calculated through the plant equations manipulation from the previous closed-loop 
running sampling period and the related information can be used for feedback. Other applications 
of multirate sampling for hybrid systems are well-known in the literature for the standard iscrete 
systems as accommodating the various sampling rates imposed by the technology of the problem 
at hand, filtering of unsuitable noise by combination of several sampling rates or the improvement 
of the transients in adaptive control by using time-varying sampling rates (see [7-10]). 
REMARK 4.4. Note also that reachability is always required for the generation of any control 
goal and reachability of all unstable modes is always required in stability or robust stability 
issues. Joint reachability and observability guarantees that there are no cancellations in the 
transfer function which can be directly defined in our context for the running sampling period. 
The importance of Lemma 2.1 in the discussed results becomes obvious since the reachability 
is guaranteed under reachability of the continuous ubsystem and the basic discrete subsystem 
that does not contain time-varying matrices and additional properties including a weak coupling 
between those subsystems with all the remaining ones of the overall hybrid system. This can be 
used for a direct characterization f the properties. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has dealt with the investigation of the properties of reachability and observability 
of a class of hybrid multirate sampling systems where the inputs, outputs and states are sampled 
at different rates. 
Sufficient and/or necessary and sufficient conditions guaranteeing such properties have been 
proved. Some of the obtained results are based on assumptions of reachability (observability) of
the static parts of the individual subsystems (namely, the continuous and discrete subsystems 
being free of time-varying parameters) that constitute the hybrid system as well as on the small- 
ness of either the sampling periods or the time-varying system's parameters. A brief discussion 
about he usefulness of those properties as necessary and sufficient conditions for the achievement 
of some control goals have been empirically discussed with special emphasis in the closed-loop 
pole-placement problem. 
APPENDIX  
PROOF of Lemma 2.1. From [6], (2.3)-(2.5) is STR iff the pair (A, B) is reachable. Also, from 
the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus reachability est, [11], the system (2.3),(2.4) is STR-reachable if and 
only if rank [zI - A, B] = nc +nd or, equivalently, if and only if (z I  - A ) (z I  - A T) + BB T is 
nonsingular for all (in general, complex) eigenvalue z of A. Using (2.5) and the definitions of the 
matrices A and B, one gets 
P(z )  = (z I  - A ,B) (z I  - A ,B)  T (z I  - A ) (z I  - A T) + BB T = r|pll(Z) Pl=(Z) ]
= LPT(z )  P22(z)J' 
where 
x Bc . ( r )e  dr  + eA°(T - ' )B~B~e A~(~- ' )d r  , 
t)22 = (z I  - Ad)(ZI  - A T) + A&AT8 + BdB~,  
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
are matrices being dependent on z. 
ces [11], one gets directly from (A.1),(A.2) 
By using inversion formulas for block-partitioned matri- 
M(z)  = P- I (z)  = [Mll(Z) M12(z)/1 
[M21(z) M22(z) ' J  
(A.3) 
for all z being eigenvalue of A where 
Mll = P~l l ( I  + P12M22pTp~l ) ,  M12 = -P~lp12M22,  M22 = (P22--pTp~lP12) -1, (A.3) 
provided that Pll and P22 are nonsingular for all eigenvalue of A, and thus the system (2.3)- 
(2.5) is STR. If, in addition, P22 is nonsingular, then M22 = M' = (Pll - P12P~IPT)  -1 = 
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( I  - -  p~llpt2P221p12)-lP~l t, so that another sufficient reachability condition is that Pit, P12 
and M ~ are nonsingular for all eigenvalues ofA. Thus, (i) has been proved. The proof of the two 
equivalent necessary and sufficient teachability conditions of (ii) is standard in the literature. The 
proof of Off) follows the last part of the proof of (i). First note from the perturbation Banach's 
lemma [13] that (iii) is guaranteed if the next two conditions hold together: 
(I) Pn and P22 are both nonsingular, and 
(2) 
-< 1, (A.4) 
IlPtlll2 IIP22112 
for all z being an eigenvalue of A (this inequality guaranteeing that M' is nonsingular), 
where [I(.)H2 denotes the/2-matrix norm. 
The nonsingularity of Ptt and P22 is guaranteed under Assumptions l(a) in (ii) since P22 and 
Pt18 = Pit (when Acs(.) = O, Acd(.) = O, Bcs(.) = 0 according to (2.6)) are both nonsingular 
for z E sp(A). Now, note that (A.4) is fulfilled and then P(z) is nonsingular for all z E sp(A) if 
Assumption (1.b) holds and, furthermore, the next inequality stands: 
2 (llPt~ll~ + ~g) + IIPmll2c2 + IIP~2112~t -< IIPmll2 IIP22112. (A.5) 
This completes the proof, since (2.7) guarantees the fulfillment of (A.5). The proof of (iv) 
follows by establishing sufficient conditions of nonsingularity of P(z)  for all z E sp(A), which is 
guaranteed under the given reachability conditions if [I/511(z)[[E + 2[[P12(z)[[E "< HP11s(z)[[E + 
IIP22(z)[[E for all z E sp(A), which derives from the perturbation Banach's lemma, similarly to 
(A.4), but for the Euclidean orm. That inequality is guaranteed with the choice of the sampling 
period in (iv), the constraints (2.8) and the use of the norm properties in the definitions of (A.2) 
and/5(.) since a _> 4(a + 2e) + 3Te 2 and e2a + 2 (a + e)~ <_ v + ~ guarantee the inequality of norms. 
Thus, the proof is completed. The proof of (v) follows directly in a similar way by changing the 
above constraint on a to a > 4a + 6e + 3T~ 2. | 
REMARK A. 1. Note that (ii)' and (iii)' guarantee the less restrictive items (ii) and (iii). | 
LEMMA A1. The discrete system (2.3)-(2.5) is STR-reachable if any of the next items are fulfilled 
(i) The next two conditions hold together: 
(a) 
[ ( /o  T ] Rt = a AcT I + e-AcrAcs(~ ")dT , e DcD c e d~" , 
(ii) 
and R2 = (Ad, [Bd, Ads]) are reachable pairs, and 
(b) (A.5) holds for some reM positive constants e(.) with Pl18 and P128, equation (2.6), 
being redenned as R1RT and Pit and PI2, respectively. 
The next two conditions hold together: 
(a) 
[ ( /o  T /[/o T R1 = e AcT I q- e-AcrAcs(~ ") dr , eA~(r-r)BcB TeAT(T-r)c d r ,  
;: /o ]1 ea°(T-~)B~(r)dr,  ea°(T- ' )Aca(r)dr , 
(iii) 
and R2 = (Ad, [Bd, Ads]) are both reachable pairs and 
(b) equation (A.5) holds for some rea/positive constants el and ~2 with Plla and P12s in 
equation (2.6) being redefined as R1R T and Pn and P12, respectively. 
The next conditions hold: 
(a) (Ac, Bc) is reachable, 
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(b) R2 in (ii) is reachable, 
(c) T (the sampling period) E [T1,T~], some T1 and all 7"2 fulfilling oo ~- T2 ~- T1 ~- O, 
and 
(d) equation (A.5) is [ulfilled for some real positive constants ex and ¢2 and all eigenvalues 
of A d with Plls = ( f [eA¢(T - r )BcBTeAT(T - r )  dt) 2, and P12s, /511 and /512 being 
defined as in Lemma 2. l(ii). 
PROOF (Sketch). The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 (ii) with the redefinitions of the 
P(.)s and/5(.) matrices as indicated and the reapplication of Banach's perturbation lemma for the 
matrix inversion of P for z being an eigenvalue of A. Note that condition (a) means that there is 
a piecewise continuous control function u : [0, t], which transfers any initial state x0 of the contin- 
uous system ~(t) = Acx(t) + Bcu(t) to any prefixed state x I, in some time t > 0. Now, note that 
(Ac, Be) is reachable iff Pl18 is nonsingular for the given sampling period• To prove the "if" part, 
note that P11s nonsingular implies that U(T) = BTeAT(t--~)[f o eA°(t-~) BcBTeAT(t-~)]- I [x(t)  -- 
eA~tXo] for all T E [0, t] and then (Ac, Bc) is reachable in time t. To prove the "only if" part, first 
note that there is a set of linearly independent scalar functions {O/k(T), k = 0, 1,. . . ,  n - 1}, such 
that e A~t : ~-1  ak( t )A  k. Thus, direct calculations involving partitioned matrices yields that 
the following factorization holds: 
~ t P(t)  ~A~(t-r)~T~ ~Ac( t - r )  = ~ ~c ~c-  = Q1Q2Q3, 
where 
Q1 - -  
Q2  = 
Q3 - -  
B,  .n.., B , .  . . , An - I  B,  .n. ., An - I  B ]nxmn2 ,
"B  T 0 0 
0 "'. 0 
0 B T A T ' - I  
0 
f~Diag(a~(r), 
f~ Diag(a0(~)an-l(r), 
J~ Diag(an-l(r)ao (r), 
t . 2 
foD lag(an- l ( r ) ,  
" .  0 
B T 0 0 
0 ". 0 
0 B T A T"- I  
. . . ,  a2(T)) dT 
. . . ,  a0(r)an-1 (r)) dT 
• .•, an - l ( r )ao( r ) )  dT 
• •. ,C~2 l ( ' r ) )dT  n3Xn 
~T~T~ 2 X n 3 
and where the subscripts in the Q(.)-matrices indicate their orders• Since the maximum allowable 
rank of P11a = P(T )  is n and the structures of Q1 and Q2, one gets rank (Q1) _< rank (Q2) _< n. 
Also, since {a0(t),. . . ,  an-l(t)} is a linearly independent set, Q3 has rank n for almost all t _> 0, 
and there are real intervals [Tli, T2~] i = 0, 1,. . . ,  such that the above full rank condition holds• 
Thus, for the choice of the sampling period within such intervals, (Ac, Be) would not be reachable 
(i.e., rank (Q1) -~ n) if rank (Pns) -~ n which leads to a contradiction and the property (Ac, Be) 
reachable iff P(T)  is nonsingular has been completed. The remaining of the proof follows as 
in Lemma 2.1 (ii) by guaranteeing nonsingularity of P(z)  at the eigenvalues of -4a by applying 
Banach's perturbation lemma under the conditions (b)-(d). | 
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PROOF of Theorem 3.1. The proof is now organized in three steps. 
STEP 1. State equations over a set of sampling intervals. 
(a) Case 1. Note from (3.3) that 
q--I (p+l)N- 1 
x((k +q)NTo) = ANqx(kNTo) + Z Z Agq- j - iBu[(k +j)NT°] 
p=0 3=pN 
q-1 
= flqx(kTi) + Z "Aq-P-IBu[(k + p)Ti], 
p=0 
(A.6) 
where A = A N = AN(To) for any positive integer q, since kNTo = kTi is a simultane- 
ous sampling point (i.e., a sampling point of both the state-output and input) for any 
nonnegative integer k. 
(b) Case 2. Again from (3.3) for parametrizations at the base sampling period Ti, one gets 
ANq-J-lBu[(k + j)NTi], (A.7) 
q-I  (p+i)N-i 
x[(k + 1)NqT, l = Agqx(kT,) + y~ Z 
p=0 j=pN 
with KN[ i  and (k + 1)NT~ being simultaneous sampling points for all the sampling 
periods. The state transition during a sampling interval being multiple of both sampling 
periods tarting from any sampling point (i.e., and integer multiple of Ti) is given by 
(A.8) 
qN-1 
x[(k + qN)T~] = AqNx(kTi) + Z AqN-J- lSu[(k + j)T~]. 
j=0 
STEP 2. Proofs of (i)-(ii). First note that both proofs are very similar with the corresponding 
changes of the parametrizations except in the fact that in Case 2 the digital state changes only 
at the state/output sampling points what is reflected in the definition of the reachability matrix 
in (ii). Thus, only the proof of (i) is now performed. To prove the 'if' part of (i), note that if 
equation (3.3) is reachable for Case 1, R(.) is full row rank or, equivalently R(.) R~.) is nonsingular, 
from Lemma 2.1. Thus, the proof follows since there is a control sequence 
~[(k +p)Ti] = [uT[(k +q - 1)Ti],..., uT(kTi)] T = 
(p+l)N-I 
Z BTATN'-'-Xw[k] 
j=pN 
for p = 0, 1,. . . ,  where -4 = z-~j=pNV'(P+I)N-1 ANP-j-1, and 
"I/N-I (p+l)N-I (p+l)N-I "] 
w[k]= y~ ~ y~ AN' - J - IBBTA T~- / - '  J p=0 j=pN j '=0 
0 
= BTfITw[k], (A.9) 
-1 
(A.10) 
with I = qN + q', ITo = qTi + q'To, with q = Integer part (l/N) q' (which is zero when the initial 
and final sampling instants in (3.3) being nonnegative integers). 
The "only if" part is proved as follows. Assume that the reachability matrix, for simultaneous 
final sampling instant, RNq (3.3) is rank defective for all positive integer q. Then the linear 
algebraic system x' = x 0 - .AqXkN = R[uT((k + q - 1)T~), uT((k + q -- 2)Ti),... ,uT(kT~)] T
is not solvable in ~2(.) as proved in the following. Choose the nc + rid-vector x °, such that 
x' depends linearly on the columns of R(.). Thus, the Rouchd-Frobenius algebraic test fails 
(namely, rank [RNq] < rank [RNq, x'] < nc + rid) since RNq has at least as many columns as 
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rows, i.e., qm > nc + r~d. Then, there is no control sequence solving the reachability problem for 
arbitrary final states at simultaneous sampling instants. The proof of the necessary condition is 
completed since from the inspection of the defined reachability matrices, the system reachability 
at a sampling instant of the base period implies its reachability at any subsequent (simultaneous 
or not) sampling instant and is implied at some simultaneous sampling point by its reachability 
at any (simultaneous or not) sampling point. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. With the hypothesis of Definition 4.1 and equations (2.2), (3.3), (3.4), 
= [xc, x d [k]] = Akz(O) and x(0) is unobservable iff for all k > 0 and (3.12), and (3.13), x(kT) T T T 
almost all T 6 [0, T], 
~ Jo T yT( jT  + 7-)y(jT + T) dT 
3--0 0 
= :er(o) (A~)rCrCA j x(O) = O, 
(A.11) 
is satisfied for all k _> 0 uniquely by x(0) = 0, which is then the unique unobservable state, 
provided that the observability grammian M(k) = ~-~k=o(AJ)TcTC(AJ)T is nonsingular for the 
integer k being no less than the degree of the minimal polynomial of the A-matrix or, equivalently, 
if rank [C T, ATCT, . . . ,  (AT)TC T] = r~c + rid). This completes the proof. | 
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